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About This Content

Go back in time! Dive an almost forgotten age with 3DZUG – an age where the clocks were ticking differently, where “hectic
rush“ has been a foreign word and a steam engine was a symbol for strength, speed and innovation.

3DZUG's USATC S 160 steam locomotive of the United States Army Transportation Corps guarantees you pure nostalgia and
excites with fantastic detail using the most modern techniques to generate the original locomotive visuals. In addition, a realistic
and fully functional cab awaits you whose age and experience can be seen and felt. Many more details like realistic sound and an

energetic fireman are waiting to be discovered!

This pack contains two versions of this unique steam locomotive, as well as one session for the “Kicksarter County“ route. Treat
yourself to something special, sniff the air of yesteryear and drive one of the locomotives built in great quantities in days gone

past.

Features:

USATC S 160 steam engine in two versions plus tenders

Fully functional cab

Realistic sounds, realistic visual appearance and animations
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Animated fireman

Support for winter looks (snow/ice; months January-March)

One session for the “Kickstarter County“ route.
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First to Black Flag itself, its a nice game if you like the pirate setting, the story itself is OK. Kenway has its good and bad sides
but at all the story is way to short and you need to grind alot, i liked it but normaly i dislike grinding stuff and want just a great
story. The story start good becomes better and then...its going down for the most to the end, all the feel you had from start is
gone and then its over....without grinding you could end the game withing 6-12 hours but you cant you need better ship gear so
you can battle the other ships in the story mission. Would i recomend it? Yeah its technicly AC1+2+3+ships.

Now to Aveline, whats wrong with you ubisoft guys? Wasting this girl on another nonsense part of the game. 40 Minutes of non
saying story...yeah the ps vita port was OK and you wasted her there alot but here? TELL her story in a full game she is such a
nice character i would love to play the full game with her.

Then a warning. Freedom Cry dosnt work well as season pass extra, buy the standalone or you will miss video and sound files.
like fighting sounds....and some videos. So remember BUY the standalone if you want to play Freedom Cry.. An epic of
unmatched scale! In Battle for the Sun you foster an unrequited love affair with your mentor General Briggs, as you fend off the
assault from space gremlins and other Unity assets. With a complex skill tree to follow and levels that are 12 Kilometers in
scale, there's so much replay potential. Hopefully the developers release the one (1) multiplayer map they promised. They
should probably also release a multiplayer client to play that map on as well. I won't ruin the plot, but the credits indicate that
five seperate people contributed to its creation. All in all, amazing work of interactive fiction. "Did you hear about South
Dury?" Yes, yes I did General Briggs. The Citizen Kane of video games is finally here.. Fun with a large amount of people..
Sublime puzzle game with a simple soundtrack. Intensely difficult epilogue.. Frustratingly difficult.

I would recommend this game if it had any sense of difficulty and a learning curve.
As is stands I would only recommend it too very frust resistant players with a lot experience in strategy games.

It has serious balancing issues with some heroes way stronger than others.
(General and Scout are just alot better than the rest is).
Whats more while there are multiple difficulty settings even the easiest one is punishingly difficult and sometimes straight up
unfair. This game does not take you by the hand to tell you what to do but will punish slight mistakes hard.
The tutorial was very easy and will not prepare you in the slightest to what awaits you later.

I stopped after a couple of hours and tries because this game just frustrates me.

Graphics and Design: 7/10 (Old but with a nice touch to it. All in all fitting)
Music: 7/10 (Oldschool with some nice tunes. Gets boring after a while)
Strategic aspect and Depth: 9/10 (Surprisingly deep srategies and tactics. Alot of possibilities)
Balance and Learningcurve: 1/10 (Read above. Kills the game for me)

Final Score: 4/10
Would only reccomend to hardcore players hat like hard games and roguelikes.
If you are one of those this cheap game can entertain you for a long time I would think.
. GR is a fun RPG set in the present day instead of the usual (and a bit worn out) fantasy settings. It has a lot of characters that
you can pick from the beginning and because of that you will certainly want to experiment different parties to find the best.
Another thing I can recommend is to check all the barrels, crates and even bins for items. Good stuff to collect.

So it's certainly not the best game by this developer but it is one that shows effort and has among the best collection of artworks
by them. Your girlfriend in particular is gorgeous and definitely gave me an incentive to go after her (in Easy mode because I'm
not demented, in love maybe but demented I'm not)
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This game is really fun.

Pros - It run's very smoothly.
  - The graphics and colors chosen are great.
  - You here the food cooking :P
  - Running your OWN Pub.

Cons - No music
  - I feel like I cant take a break, i guess because im the only employee lol. NINJA OFFENDED BY TERRIBLE GAME!
NINJA UNNINSTALL.. The soundtrack is dank.
Also less Russian bias than War Thunder so like, that's a perk.
Spurdo Spärde, much love for the Finnish teams who bring games like this to life.
. 50 Years is one of those casual and fun strategy games without the boring and tedious elements of micro managment and
drawn out battles.. Abandoned in beta. Do not give them money.. nobody plays it. Beautiful, but real small, slow and boring...
I regret buying it.. Doesn't work on windows 8/8.1 please update this game to make it compatible with the new windows. aliens
blew up your planet? don't get all Dented up! go forth to the alien worlds and make them pay. make them ALL pay.

basically, this is an arena shooter fought in a circular space. levels alternate between gathering salvage in Asteroids-style
gameplay, and jacking up mass quantities of enemy planetary defensive craft long enough to get in nice and close and drop your
Heckabomb on said planet to make it explode into lovely, lovely bursts of pretty sparkly bits,

along the way, you'll get to deal with levels involving alien saucer attacks (great for salvage!), enemy ace pilots, and huge
warships that join in trying to keep their planet in a nice unexplodey state.

every level completed grants you an extra continue, which basically is an extra life that resets your ship to the state it had at the
start of the level -- but the level itself will not be identical to the one just played. especially in planet levels, this could mean you
get a much easier or much harder try than the previous one.

the game's got a pretty nice ship upgrade system and six special weapons that can be purchased (and themselves upgraded) . it
oozes style in every way (I adore the main menu with its shifting viewpoints of planets and suns!) from the graphic design to the
excellent, pulse-pounding music. all in all, it's an excellent, well-crafted shmup experience.

it can get kind of crazy in higher levels (40+), when aliens or asteroids begin to pile up in huge numbers that can be nearly
impossible to fend off.

words to the wise AI: do NOT be within 4 to 5 ship-lengths of an asteroid when it blows up. two chunks of rock come racing out
at high speed and while they're at this speed, can take off 2 or more shields at once. I got instakilled a bunch before I realized
what was going on.. I bought it in a bundle for the cards and gave it a try. Just crap, got the cards, never play it again
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